Antimicrobial peptide-loaded liquid crystalline precursor bioadhesive system for the prevention of dental caries
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Background: Anticaries agents must interfere with the adhesion of Streptococcus mutans and its proliferation in dental biofilm, without causing host toxicity and bacterial resistance. Natural substances, including cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) and their fragments, such as β-defensin-3 peptide fragment (D1–23), have been widely studied. However, the chemical and physical stability of CAMPs may be compromised by external factors, such as temperature and pH, reducing the period of antimicrobial activity.

Methods: To overcome the aforementioned disadvantage, this study developed and characterized a drug delivery system and evaluated the cytotoxicity and effect against S. mutans biofilm of a D1–23-loaded bioadhesive liquid crystalline system (LCS). LCS was composed of oleic acid, polyoxypropylene-(5)-polyoxyethylene-(20)-cetyl alcohol, Carbopol® 974P and Carbopol® 971P. LCS was analyzed by polarized light microscopy (PLM), rheology (viscoelasticity and flow properties) and in vitro bioadhesion. The viability of epithelial cells was evaluated. Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) against S. mutans were determined for D1–23 for further evaluation of the effect against S. mutans biofilm after 4 and 24 h of exposure to treatments.

Results: PLM, rheology, and in vitro bioadhesion tests showed that both viscosity and bioadhesion of LCS increased after it was diluted with artificial saliva. D1–23–loaded LCS system presented better activity against S. mutans biofilm after 24 h when compared to 4 h of treatment, showing a cumulative effect. Neither LCS nor D1–23–loaded LCS presented toxicity on human epithelial cells.

Conclusion: D1–23–loaded LCS is a promising drug delivery system for the prevention of dental caries.
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Introduction
Dental caries is the most common oral disease worldwide. The three main factors related to caries development had already been identified almost 100 years ago: diet, microbiota and susceptible tooth, influenced by sociocultural aspects and local risk factors such as salivary flow, teeth anatomy and oral hygiene.1 Nowadays, the caries ecology theory has hypothesized how the caries process occurs based on the succession of microorganisms in the dental biofilm determined by the frequency of sugar intake. Under severe and prolonged acidic conditions promoted by sugar metabolism, mutans streptococci and lactobacilli become dominant (acidic stage) reducing drastically pH and leading to net mineral loss.2 Streptococcus mutans has been considered as the primary etiological agent of dental caries, due to its ability to metabolize a wide variety of carbohydrates and produce large amounts of acid, while also tolerating extreme concentrations of sugars.
and acids. Although dental biofilm is composed of multiple bacterial species, antimicrobial agents, which could interfere with the adhesion of *S. mutans* and its proliferation in dental biofilm, would be useful for controlling dental caries.

Natural substances with antimicrobial properties have been studied as topical agents for oral cavity to reduce pathogens without causing bacterial resistance. Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs), such as β-defensins, have been introduced as future antimicrobial agents due to their rapid onset killing and broad-spectrum activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi and viruses, allied with potentially low levels of induced resistance.

Human b-defensins (hBDs) are produced by epithelial cells in various organs, such as the eyes, skin, lungs, kidneys, pancreas and nasal and oral mucosa. In addition to their antimicrobial activity, β-defensins have an immunomodulatory function by modifying cell migration and maturation, inducing cytokines such as monocyte chemotactic protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-3α (MIP-3α) and interferon-γ inducible protein-10 (IP-10), enhancing chemotactic capacity and releasing histamine and prostaglandin A2. β-defensins have shown action against the important primary and secondary colonizers of caries-related biofilm, such as *S. mutans* and *Lactobacillus casei*, with minimal inhibitory doses ranging from 1.25 to 200 µg/mL. However, the large amino acid sequence (45 residues) and the presence of cysteine linkages on the structure make the synthesis of hBD-3 very expensive. In addition, native peptides tend to be easily degraded by external factors, such as temperature and pH, with a reduced activity in the presence of salt, serum and proteins.

Recently, fragments or analogs of CAMP have been synthesized, and their immunological and microbiological functions have been studied. Reynolds et al evaluated the bactericidal activity of peptide fragments of a β-defensin-3 derivative and found that the 23-amino acid N-terminal half (D1–23) of Defb14-1C (mouse ortholog of human β-defensin-3) is a potent antimicrobial, while the C-terminal half is not. To maintain chemical and physical stability and provide controlled release, drug delivery systems could be an attractive strategy for the administration of peptides.

Several studies have evaluated the incorporation of peptides in drug delivery systems in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, AIDS and diabetes. Liquid crystalline systems (LCSs) are a drug delivery system that can be used for incorporating peptides. LCS can promote controlled release of drugs and protect active ingredients from thermal degradation and photodegradation, while improving the effectiveness of these peptides. The bioadhesive property of these systems can maintain a high concentration of the peptide at the site of action for a long period, while also protecting it from environmental degradation. Therefore, the objective of this study was to characterize a liquid crystalline precursor bioadhesive system and evaluate the cytotoxicity and effect against *S. mutans* biofilm when incorporating D1–23 (β-defensin-3 peptide fragment) in LCS.

**Materials and methods**

**Preparation of the liquid crystal precursor bioadhesive system**

First, 2.5% (w/w) Carbopol® 974P (C974) and 2.5% (w/w) Carbopol® 971P (C971; Lubrizol, Wickliffe, OH, USA) were dispersed in water and homogenized at 2,000 rpm in a mechanical stirrer until complete dissolution, at room temperature (25°C±0.5°C). The pH of the binary polymeric dispersion was adjusted to 6.0 with triethanolamine (Synth, Diadema, Sao Paulo, Brazil) and manual agitation.

Then, LCS (or F from formulation) was prepared weighing and mixing 40% (w/w) polyoxypropylene-(5)-polyoxyethylene-(20)-cetyl alcohol as the surfactant, 50% (w/w) oleic acid as the oil phase and 10% (w/w) binary polymeric dispersion containing 2.5% C974 and 2.5% C971 as the aqueous phase at room temperature (25°C±0.5°C). Thus, the final polymeric concentration in the F was 0.25% (w/w) for each polymer.

To evaluate the in situ lyotropic behavior, F was diluted with artificial saliva in a 1:10 (w/w) ratio to generate F10, a 1:30 (w/w) ratio to generate F30, a 1:50 ratio to generate F50 and a 1:100 ratio to generate F100. A volume of 1 L of artificial saliva was prepared by mixing 8.0 g of NaCl, 0.19 g of KH₂PO₄ and 2.38 g of Na₂HPO₄. After complete mixing, the pH was measured as 6.8.

**Polarized light microscopy (PLM)**

A 10 µL drop of F, F10, F30, F50 and F100 was applied on a glass slide and covered with a coverslip. Polarized light microscope (Jenamed; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) at a magnification of 20× and at room temperature was used to analyze the glass slides to assess the presence of anisotropy or isotropy of the dispersion.

**Rheological analysis**

A controlled-stress AR2000 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was used to analyze the rheological
behavior of formulations in triplicate at 37°C±0.1°C. A parallel-plate geometry (40 mm diameter) and a sample gap of 200 μm were used for F100, and a cone-plate geometry (40 mm diameter) and a sample gap of 52 μm were used for F. The formulations (500 mg) were applied to the lower plate and maintained for 3 min prior to analysis.22 The same bath of formulations was used for each test.

Determination of flow properties
The determination of flow properties of formulations was performed using a controlled shear rate procedure ranging from 0.01 to 100 s⁻¹ and back. Each stage lasted 120 s with an interval of 10 s between the curves. The quantitative analysis of flow behavior was determined using the following formula:

\[ \tau = k \cdot \gamma^n, \]

where \( \tau \) is the shear stress, \( \gamma \) is the shear rate, \( k \) is the consistency index and \( n \) is the flow index.22

Oscillatory analyses
Viscoelastic region of the formulations was determined by means of a stress sweep in a constant frequency of 1 Hz over a stress range of 0.1–10 Pa. A constant shear stress of 1 Pa was selected to perform the frequency sweep over a range of 0.1–10 Hz. Thus, the storage (\( G' \)) and loss (\( G'' \)) modules were recorded using the following equation:

\[ G' = S \cdot \omega^n, \]

where \( G' \) is the storage modulus, \( S \) is the formulation strength, \( \omega \) is the oscillation frequency, and \( n \) is the viscoelastic exponent.22

In vitro bioadhesion strength
This study protocol was performed according to the International Guideline Principles for Biomedical Research involving animals (Council for International Organization of Medical Sciences [CIOMS]/International Council for Laboratory Animal Science, 2012) and approved by The Animal Research Ethics Committee of the Araçatuba School of Dentistry, São Paulo State University (UNESP; protocol 2014/00618). Enamel blocks from sound bovine permanent incisors were cut transversally from the middle third of the buccal surface using a water-cooled, double-faced diamond disk (KG Sorensen, Barueri, Brazil). The specimens were then rounded using a high-speed, water-cooled cylindrical diamond bur (1095; KG Sorensen) and polished with wet 200-grit silicon carbide paper (T469-SF-Norton; Saint-Gobain Abrasivos Ltda., Jundiaí, Brazil) to normalize the surface until it reaches the diameter of 1 cm.18

The bioadhesive force between the bovine tooth block moistened with saliva, and the formulations were assessed using a TA-XTplus texture analyzer (Stable Micro Systems, Godalming, UK) in adhesion test mode (hold until time [HUT] mode). About 500 mg of each formulation was packed in a small glass container with the flat surface. The teeth model was fastened to the upper movable probe, and the formulation sample was located on the lower platform. Before the test, the tooth was immersed in artificial saliva. The probe was lowered until it made contact with the sample, and it was kept in contact without any force for 60 s. The probe was then raised at 0.5 mm/s, and the force needed for detachment was registered. Seven replicates of the same batch of formulations were analyzed at 37°C±0.5°C.18,22 The same enamel block was also used for all the tests to minimize the differences on the tooth surface’s roughness. There were not enough remaining formulations on the tooth surface to be quantified.

Antimicrobial agents
Preparation of peptide and chlorhexidine diacetate (CHX)
D1–23-Defb14-1C’ (D1–23) (sequence of amino acids from the peptide D1–23: FLPKTLRKFFARIRGGRAAVLAN12 (molecular weight [MW]: 2603.88) was synthesized at the Institute of Chemistry (UNESP, Araraquara, Brazil). Solid-phase peptide synthesis was performed manually using Fmoc (9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl) protocols on the Fmoc-Ala-Wang resin.21,24 The molecular masses of the peptides were determined using mass spectrometry, with a positive ion mode electrospray ionization apparatus (Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) in agreement with the corresponding calculated values.12 Purification of synthesized peptides was performed in a semi-preparative high performance liquid chromatography Beckman System Gold on a reverse phase C18 column (2.1 × 25 cm). Final purity levels of peptides were determined at least 95% on a Shimadzu chromatography equipped with an analytical C18 reverse-phase column (0.46 × 25 cm).25 The positive control group was CHX, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). A stock solution of 2% CHX was used for microbiological and cytotoxicity assays.

Incorporation of antimicrobial agents into LCS
Peptide fragment D1–23 and CHX were incorporated into the aqueous phase of formulation (F) at the concentration of 1 mg/mL based on a previous study showing that about 4% of peptide is released from LCS.26 CHX is frequently used as an
antimicrobial agent for oral application at 0.12% or −1 mg/mL. Then, the groups of the study were D1–23 and CHX solutions, LCS (F), LCS containing D1–23 (F+D1–23) and LCS containing CHX (F+CHX). LCS was diluted 10-fold before incorporating CHX and D1–23 to reduce the viscosity for biofilm assays.27

Microbiological evaluation
Determination of minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC)
MIC and MBC of D1–23 and CHX solutions were determined using the microdilution broth method, in 96-well microtiter plates, following the criteria previously described by Clinical and Laboratory Standard Institute (CLSI).28 Cell suspensions of S. mutans (UA159 – from University of Alabama, or ATCC 700610) at the mid-log phase (OD$_{550}$=0.5) were harvested by centrifugation (Hanil Combi centrifuge, 514R) for 10 min, at 3,000g; the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 2× concentrated Mueller–Hinton broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI, USA) and diluted 1,000× in Mueller–Hinton broth. The final concentration of the suspension of S. mutans in the wells was 5−10×10$^5$ colony forming units/mL. Initially, the antimicrobial solution (peptide and CHX) was serially diluted in sterile distilled water to obtain the concentrations ranging from 0.003 to 2 mg/mL and after 50 µL microbial suspensions (correctly adjusted for the concentrations described earlier) were inoculated in each well. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. Afterward, 15 µL of 0.01% resazurin (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was applied in each well and incubated for 4 h to promote an oxidation–reduction reaction and to determine cell viability by visually detecting any color change. The wells corresponding to MIC (the last blue well) and at least three previous wells were then homogenized, serially diluted and plated on Mueller–Hinton agar to determine the MBC. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. The colonies were counted, and the number of viable bacteria was determined in colony forming units/mL. The MBC was determined in colony forming units/mL. Initially, the antimicrobial solution (peptide and CHX) was serially diluted in sterile distilled water to obtain the concentrations ranging from 0.003 to 2 mg/mL and after 50 µL microbial suspensions (correctly adjusted for the concentrations described earlier) were inoculated in each well. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. Afterward, 15 µL of 0.01% resazurin (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was applied in each well and incubated for 4 h to promote an oxidation–reduction reaction and to determine cell viability by visually detecting any color change. The wells corresponding to MIC (the last blue well) and at least three previous wells were then homogenized, serially diluted and plated on Mueller–Hinton agar to determine the MBC. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. The colonies were counted, and the number of viable bacteria was determined in colony forming units/mL. The MBC was considered when the peptide fragments killed (99%) the tested microbial culture. CHX was used as a positive control. The negative control was the bacterial cultures without antimicrobial agents in Mueller–Hinton broth. All experiments were performed in duplicate in three independent days (n=6).

Biomass biofilm assays
Briefly, 200 µL of 5−10×10$^5$ cells of S. mutans (UA 159) in Brain Heart Infusion (Difco Laboratories) added 1% sucrose was distributed per well in 96-well microtiter plates in triplicate and incubated at 37°C for 48 h. After incubation, the wells were washed by immersion in 0.9% saline. Then, 150 µL of each treatment (at 1 mg/mL): D1–23 and CHX solutions, LCS (F), LCS containing D1–23 (F+D1–23) and LCS containing CHX (F+CHX), was added and incubated for 4 and 24 h at 37°C and 5% CO$_2$. Negative controls were LCS without antimicrobial agents (F) and 0.9% NaCl solution. After incubation, the plates were washed by immersion in distilled water three times to remove non-adhered cells. After a brief drying, 150 µL of aqueous 1% crystalline violet was added to each well, and the plates were incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Next, the crystalline violet solution was removed, and the plates were washed again three times. The plates were inverted on paper towels and remained for 2 h at room temperature to dry. The crystalline violet dye (stained biofilm) was then solubilized by incubation with 200 µL of ethanol per well for 30 min. Then, 100 µL of the dye in ethanol was transferred to wells of a new microplate and submitted to reading in a spectrophotometer at 500 nm (Eon Microplates, Biotek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA) to quantify the biomass of the biofilm.29 For the anti-biofilm assay, the mean absorbance values obtained from the control group (bacterial growth without antimicrobial agents) were calculated and considered as 100% of cell viability, and the percentage values of biofilm biomass reduction for the tested groups were calculated based on these criteria.

Cytotoxicity assays
These assays were conducted based on the methodology described by Bedran et al30 in duplicate, in three independent experiments (n=6). Human epithelial cells forming the HaCat cell line (spontaneous immortalized non-tumorigenic human keratinocyte cell line – code 341; Banco de Células do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) plus 10% fetal calf serum and 100 µg/mL of penicillin G/streptomycin until reaching a subconfluent density at 37°C in 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. After that, the cells were treated with trypsin for 5 min (TrypLE™ Express; Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37°C, followed by the inactivation of proteases by adding 0.3 mg/mL of trypsin inhibitor. Cells were centrifuged (500×g for 5 min), resuspended in DMEM and incubated in a 96-well microplate (200 µL/well, 1×10$^5$ cells/mL) overnight at 37°C in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. After that, they were then stimulated with D1–23 and CHX solutions at concentrations of 0.001–1 mg/mL and 10 µL of LCS containing or not containing D1–23 and CHX at 1 mg/mL (F, F+D1–23, F+CHX) for 24 h at 37°C in a 5% CO$_2$ atmosphere. Cell viability was determined by using a colorimetric 3-(4,5-diethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,
5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) cell viability assay (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) as the substrate at 5 mg/mL. After 4 h of incubation, the culture medium with the MTT solution was replaced with 100 µL of acidified isopropanol solution (0.04 NHCl), an aliquot of each well was transferred to 96-well plates (Costar Corp., Cambridge, MA, USA) and the cell viability was measured using spectrophotometer (model 3550-UV; Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) at 570 nm wavelength. The mean was calculated and transformed into percentages, considering that negative control (DMEM) was defined as having 100% cell metabolism.

Statistical analyses
The characterization of the LCS was presented using descriptive analysis. Mean and SD for the bioadhesion strength values were determined for each group, and differences were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc Tukey tests. Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney tests were applied to compare the percentage of biofilm biomass reduction for the groups, at different times. Data from cytotoxicity were submitted to ANOVA and post hoc Tukey or Student’s t-tests to compare the effect of treatments on epithelial cells, considering each concentration separately. All tests were applied considering \( p<0.05 \).

Results
The results of photomicrographs of the formulations after adding 10%, 30%, 50% and 100% artificial saliva are shown in Figure 1. These photomicrographs demonstrate that the addition of saliva caused the isotropic systems to change in anisotropic systems. The addition of 30% saliva caused the “Maltese crosses” to appear, indicating the formation of a lamellar LCS. The hexagonal LCS formation occurred after the addition of 50% saliva based on the appearance of ribbed structures. The addition of 100% saliva to the formulation caused a change in an isotropic system, however, due to its high viscosity, indicated by a cubic LCS (F).

The flow and oscillatory characteristics of both F and F100 are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 2 shows that F has a low viscosity, and when 100% saliva was added, F100 exhibited a high viscosity. In addition, it is also observed that F100 is potentially a thixotropic system, since the upward curve does not overlap the downward curve, indicating that F100 is more structured, because it needs a more time to return for its initial organization.

The frequency sweep test showed changes in the oscillatory properties of the formulations after adding 100% saliva, because F100 presented \( G' \) greater than F. Moreover, \( G' \) of F100 is much larger than \( G'' \), indicating that the incorporation of saliva increased the rigidity of F. Values of the bioadhesion test are presented in Table 1, indicating that the incorporation of 100% saliva into the F-system increased the bioadhesion strength and the work of bioadhesion on the surface of the bovine tooth five times larger than F.

Table 2 presents the values of MIC and MBC for the antimicrobial agent in solution, demonstrating that CHX was more effective in solution when compared to D1–23. Considering the biofilm assays, the percentage of S. mutans reduction in the biofilm after 4 and 24 h with the appropriate treatments is shown in Figure 4. After 4 h of exposure, there was no statistical difference in the biofilm reduction comparing CHX and D1–23 incorporated in F and both agents in solution. After 24 h, no difference was observed comparing CHX in solution or incorporated into F, but higher...
biofilm reduction was noted for D1–23 in solution compared to D1–23 incorporated into F. Overall, biofilm reduction was higher in 24 h when compared to 4 h, suggesting a cumulative effect of antimicrobial agents when incorporated into F.

Figure 5 shows the cytotoxicity effects of the antimicrobial agents on epithelial cells. CHX and D1–23 solutions at 1 mg/mL were very cytotoxic, but when these agents were incorporated in F at 1 mg/mL concentration, cytotoxicity was not observed.

Discussion
This is the first in vitro study investigating the applicability of LCS containing an AMP fragment on tooth surfaces aimed to prevent dental caries. All these characterization results indicated that, in contact with the saliva, F (LCS) presents a more structured system, with greater viscosity and better bioadhesive power on the tooth surface, which may increase the action of the peptide and improve the performance of the treatment.

Formulations composed of surfactant, an aqueous phase and an oil phase in different proportions can generate microemulsions, emulsions, liquid crystals or phase separation.31 The identification of the liquid crystalline phase is fundamental in the development of drug delivery systems, because the mesophase structure may influence drug release. This study observed that the addition of saliva, ie, the increase in the concentration of aqueous phase of system, caused isotropic systems to convert to anisotropic systems. The structures observed in the anisotropic field, such as streaks and Maltese crosses, are referred to as hexagonal and lamellar, respectively, whereas the microemulsions and cubic mesophases are isotropic and visualized as dark field.32 Maltese crosses starting to appear from the addition of 30% saliva indicate the formation of a lamellar LCS. The hexagonal LCS formation occurred after the addition of 50% saliva with the appearance of ribbed structures. The addition of 100% saliva in formulation caused a change to an isotropic system, indicated by a cubic LCS. The rigidity and high viscosity of the cubic phase retards diffusion and can provide a slow sustained release of the incorporated drug.33

The continuous rheological analysis is a widely used method for characterizing delivery systems, because it evaluates the facility that the material flows from a bottle, pumping a product in an industrial process, the spreading of a cream or lotion on skin and passage of product through the hole of a syringe.34 In the ascending curve, the flow behavior is classified into two types: Newtonian or non-Newtonian. The non-Newtonian flow can be further classified as pseudoplastic,

Table 1 Results of in vitro bioadhesion strength in F and F100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulations</th>
<th>Peak of the bioadhesive strength (mN)</th>
<th>Work of the bioadhesive strength (mN·s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.10±0.350a</td>
<td>2.00±0.001b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F100</td>
<td>11.00±1.200b</td>
<td>11.5±0.500b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values represent mean ± SD. Different letters in the columns show statistical difference between the groups, according to ANOVA and Tukey tests (p<0.05). F is the liquid crystal system; F100 is a 1:1 (wt/wt) dilution of F containing 100% artificial saliva.

Abbreviation: ANOVA, analysis of variance.

Table 2 MIC and MBC of D1–23 and CHX solution against planktonic S. mutans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antimicrobial agents</th>
<th>MIC (µg/mL)</th>
<th>MBC (µg/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHX</td>
<td>0.30–0.60</td>
<td>0.60–2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: D1–23, peptide D1–23.

Abbreviations: CHX, chlorhexidine diacetate; MBC, minimal bactericidal concentration; MIC, minimal inhibitory concentration; S. mutans, Streptococcus mutans.
dilatant or plastic. In the descending curve, the materials are classified as thixotropic or reopetic. Flow is classified as Newtonian when the shear stress and rate are constant, or its viscosity is constant. The pseudoplastic flow occurs in materials that undergo a decrease in viscosity when the shear rate goes from low levels to higher levels. The increase in the shear rate guides rigid particles in the flow direction, creating shear thinning. F was determined to have a Newtonian flow and low viscosity. When 100% saliva was added to F, F100 exhibited a non-Newtonian pseudoplastic behavior (n<1).

Figure 4 Boxplot of the percentage of biofilm biomass reduction after 4 and 24 h of the treatment.
Notes: Bars indicate minimum and maximum values. Boxes indicate lower and upper quartiles. Line in the middle of boxes is median. Different letters show statistical difference among the groups, according to Kruskal–Wallis/Mann–Whitney tests (p<0.05). F, liquid crystalline formulation; D1–23, peptide D1–23; F+D1–23, formulation+peptide D1–23; F+CHX, formulation+CHX.
Abbreviation: CHX, chlorhexidine diacetate.

Figure 5 Mean (SD) of the percentage of epithelial cell viability after 24 h of the treatment.
Notes: Different uppercase letters show statistical difference among the concentrations of the same agent, according to ANOVA/Tukey tests (p<0.05). Different lowercase letters show statistical difference among CHX and D1–23 or F+CHX and F+D1–23, according to Student’s t-test (p<0.05). F, liquid crystalline formulation.
Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; CHX, chlorhexidine diacetate.
and high viscosity. In addition, F100 was observed to have a thixotropic system, because the descending curve did not overlap the ascending curve, indicating that the system is more structured for F100 when compared to F.

The oscillatory analysis determined the viscoelastic properties of the formulations, providing information on the structural nature of the system, leading directly to the performance of the formulation. This information is obtained through the analysis of the elastic module ($G'$) and viscous module ($G''$) obtained in this assay. The elastic module, $G'$, is termed as the storage module, representing both the energy stored during deformation when the tension increases and the energy released when the tension is relaxed. The $G''$ viscous module is the viscous element that cannot store energy because the applied tension is dissipated in the form of irreversible deformation. In this current study, changes were observed in the oscillatory properties of the formulations after the addition of 100% saliva by using the frequency sweep test. Figure 3 plots the $G'$ storage module and the $G''$ loss module versus frequency. The F organization degree increases when 100% saliva was incorporated, the F100 value $G'$ module was higher than the F value $G'$ module. Furthermore, the F100 $G'$ storage module was greater than the $G''$ loss module, while the F value $G'$ module was less than the $G''$ module, indicating that the saliva incorporation increased the rigidity of the system.

The addition of bioadhesive system in drug delivery was able to prolong the time of action of the drug, reducing the frequency of application of the product and thus increasing patient compliance to treatment. In our study, we observed that when 100% saliva was added, the formulation exhibited the best bioadhesive properties (Figure 3). This characteristic obtained from the formulation is due to the use of Carbopol as a bioadhesive agent. Carbopol is a bioadhesive polymer derived from the polyacrylic acid commonly used in bioadhesive pharmaceutical hydrogels, owing to their hydrophilic nature and reticulated structure, which makes them interesting for controlling drug release.

The current study investigated the toxicity in epithelial cells and anti-biofilm activity against S. mutans of a CAMP fragment (D1–23) incorporated into a controlled drug delivery system, LCS (LCS or F in this study). AMP production is a major component of the innate immunity against infection that provides protection against bacteria, fungi, yeast and viruses. These molecules have been shown to be promising agents in controlling microbial growth due to their low concentration and selective antimicrobial activity, as well as low rates of antimicrobial resistance induction. S. mutans has been considered to be associated with dental caries based on their acid production and acid tolerance.

The peptide fragment (D1–23) was chosen based on a prior study testing the antimicrobial activity of various peptide fragments, including defensins and cathelicidins. The D1–23 fragment showed the best results against S. mutans when compared to the other peptide fragments. In the current study, we determined MIC and MBC values for this peptide fragment, showing that this peptide has an antimicrobial activity against S. mutans with low values of MIC/MBC. Several studies have demonstrated the antimicrobial activity of defensins against S. mutans. Maisetta et al observed an S. mutans reduction of at least 3 log 10 after 1.5 h of incubation with 2 µg/mL hBD-3. Joly et al determined MIC values ranging from 3.4 to 5 µg/mL of hBD-3 against S. mutans strains. Nishimura et al found MBC < 10 µg/mL of hBD-2 for several oral streptococci, including S. mutans. The mechanism of action of defensins against bacteria is through cell rupture and inhibition of lipopolysaccharide production. Lower MIC/MBC values were also observed for CHX in this current study. The cationic molecule of CHX is attracted toward negatively charged bacterial cell wall. This interaction is able to modify the integrity of cell membrane and allows CHX binding to phospholipids in the inner membrane, which leads to increased permeability and entrance of ions such as potassium and a progressive damage to the membrane by increasing the concentration of CHX.

Despite all the advantages that AMPs have demonstrated, including activity at low concentrations and activity across a wide spectrum, there are some limitations to their therapeutic application. One limitation is related to the high cationic activity of peptides. The inhibitory action of AMPs seems to be significantly reduced in biological fluids such as plasma, serum or saliva, while their chemical and physical stability may be compromised by external factors, requiring special attention to their efficacy and security. Therefore, LCS has been used to load peptides. LCS has been studied more intensively as a carrier of bioactive molecules in medicine, including applications for pulmonary drug delivery, diabetes treatment and even AIDS treatment. There are some reports in dentistry of using the drug delivery systems as the carrier of oral substances, with the majority of them being studied as an alternative for periodontal treatment. However, a few studies analyzed this specific system for oral application. Souza et al evaluated an LCS as a carrier for an antiseptic poly(hexamethylene biguanide) hydrochloride (PHMB). They observed that this system improved residence time and modulated drug release, indicating the use of this drug delivery system for PHMB.

With regard to cytotoxicity, the D1–23 and CHX solutions at 1 mg/mL were toxic for epithelial cells; however,
both agents did not affect cell metabolism at low concentrations. D1–23 showed toxicity against two epithelial cell lines at concentrations >0.2 mM. In this study, even at high concentrations, when both antimicrobial agents were incorporated into LCS, they did not have a cytotoxic effect on epithelial cells. This occurs because LCS was not cytotoxic, and low concentrations of peptide and CHX are released from LCS. Any cytotoxic effect was observed when these LCSs were applied on macrophage cultures.

Our main objective was to evaluate whether the LCS would work as a carrier, and if it could slowly release the antimicrobial agent and consequently have a cumulative effect. The current results indicate that the peptide fragment D1–23 in solution and in LCS reduced the S. mutans biofilm growth in both times of exposures (after 4 and 24 h); however, we should emphasize that the concentration selected for the D1–23 and CHX solutions was 1 mg/mL, regardless of the MBC. MIC/MBC assays of the tested agents showed that CHX had greater effect at lower concentrations when compared to D1–23. This means that the bactericidal concentration of CHX used in the biofilm assays was much higher than for D1–23. Even so, D1–23 presented similar results to CHX in both times of exposure. The concentration of both agents incorporated into LCS was also 1 mg/mL. Data from literature report that the release of agents from this LCS is around 4% at 24 h. Although data from the release of antimicrobial agents were not available in this current study, the peptide and CHX release from LCS was probably >4%, since the formulation was diluted before incorporation of antimicrobial agents for biofilm assays to reduce viscosity. Even so, D1–23 at 1 mg/mL into LCS presented similar antibiofilm activity to D1–23 in solution after 4 h. D1–23 into LCS increased the residence time of the antimicrobial agent but did not potentiate the antimicrobial effect. We believe that the antimicrobial agents interact with the LCS promoting a cumulative effect of D1–23.

Other studies are necessary to confirm the effectiveness of LCSs for oral applications, perhaps using different methodologies promoting more time of contact between the antimicrobial agent and the site of action (tooth surface).

**Conclusion**

The current study developed and characterized an LCS with bioadhesive properties. Fragment of hBD-3, D1–23, incorporated in this LCS did not promote cytotoxic effect on epithelial cells. In solution, D1–23 had a similar effect on S. mutans biofilm compared to CHX, however, when this peptide was incorporated into LCS, promoted a cumulative antibiofilm effect, indicating that this drug delivery system might be a promising carrier to CAMP. This delivery system could be professionally used by dentists as a tool for biofilm control in patients with high risk to develop dental caries.
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